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We employ a scanning nitrogen-vacancy-center microscope to perform stray field imaging of bubble

magnetic domains in a perpendicularly magnetized Pt/Co/AlOx trilayer with 6 Å of Co. The stray field

created by the domain walls is quantitatively mapped with few-nanometer spatial resolution, with a

probe-sample distance of about 100 nm. As an example of application, we show that it should be

possible to determine the Bloch or N�eel nature of the domain walls, which is of crucial importance to

the understanding of current-controlled domain wall motion. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861557]

Ultrathin ferromagnets have attracted considerable inter-

est over the last years due to their potential use in low power

spintronic devices. A typical example of such magnets is the

Pt/Co/AlOx trilayer, where the ferromagnetic Co layer can be

as thin as a few atomic planes and generally exhibits perpen-

dicular anisotropy. Evidence of fast current-induced domain

wall (DW) motion in this system1 has initiated numerous

studies on ultrathin magnetic layers sandwiched in an asym-

metric stack. Such systems have been proven to exhibit spin

orbit torques,1–4 which are believed to play a key role in the

DW dynamics.5–7 This interpretation relies on the modifica-

tion of the DW structure by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya inter-

action, from the well-known Bloch type expected in such thin

layer with perpendicular anisotropy to the N�eel type.

However, a clear evidence of the DW structure, whether N�eel

or Bloch type, is still missing. Indeed, there is a lack of exper-

imental techniques enabling direct imaging of such DWs

with nanoscale spatial resolution. Techniques based on beams

of X-rays8–10 or electrons11,12 interacting with the sample

suffer from a lack of signal owing to the small interaction vol-

ume while magnetic force microscopy13 is usually not suita-

ble because of the high sensitivity of DWs in ultrathin films

to magnetic perturbations. Finally, only two techniques used

for model samples, spin-polarized scanning tuneling micros-

copy14 and spin-polarized low energy electron microscopy,15

have proven their ability to image the DW structure.

However, samples commonly used in spintronics devices

require more flexible imaging techniques.

In this Letter, we report direct imaging of DWs in

Pt/Co/AlOx with 6 Å of Co by using a single nitrogen-vacancy

(NV) defect in diamond as magnetic sensor. Scanning

NV-center microscopy is a recently introduced magnetometry

technique16,17 that allows quantitative mapping of the stray

magnetic field,18,19 with high sensitivity,20 no significant

magnetic back-action on the sample, and a spatial resolution

ultimately limited by the atomic size of the probe. Importantly,

it can operate under ambient conditions and on, nearly, any

kind of samples. Recent striking results include stray field

imaging of a single electron spin,21 of the vortex core in a

microdot of permalloy,22,23 and of living magnetotactic bacte-

ria.24 In this work, we apply NV-center microscopy to image

bubble magnetic domains in a continuous Pt/Co/AlOx film

with perpendicular magnetization.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the scanning NV-center micro-

scope employs a single NV defect hosted in a diamond nano-

crystal, which is attached to the tip of an atomic force

microscope (AFM). The NV defect serves as an atomic-size

magnetometer by recording Zeeman shift of its electron spin

sublevels by means of optically detected magnetic resonance

(ODMR).18 More precisely, the scanning NV magnetometer

provides a quantitative measurement of the component

jBNVj ¼ jB � uNVj of the local magnetic field B. Here, uNV is

the NV center’s quantization axis which is characterized by

the spherical angles ðh;/Þ in the laboratory reference

frame (x, y, z) [Fig. 1(b)]. The magnetic field sensitivity

of this magnetometer is �10 lT Hz�1/2 (Ref. 18). In this

study, we investigate a magnetic sample fabricated from

Pt(3 nm)/Co(0.6 nm)/Al(1.6 nm) layers deposited on a ther-

mally oxidized silicon wafer by d.c. magnetron sputtering.

After deposition, the aluminium layer was oxidized by expo-

sure to an oxygen plasma. Bubble magnetic domains were

nucleated in the continuous film by applying pulses of out-

of-plane magnetic field after saturating the sample magnet-

ization in the opposite direction. In the following, we denote

the domain wall reference frame ðx0; y0; zÞ, so that x0 is per-

pendicular to the DW plane [Fig. 1(b)].

The NV-center magnetic field probe was scanned above

the sample, and the stray magnetic field was first inferred by

using the “dual-iso-B” imaging mode which provides mag-

netic images exhibiting two iso-magnetic-field (iso-B)a)Electronic mail: jtetienn@ens-cachan.fr.
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contours.25 For the magnetic images depicted in Fig. 1(c),

positive signal (bright) indicates zero field projection along

the NV defect quantization axis (BNV¼ 0 mT) while negative

signal (dark) indicates BNV¼60.4 mT, with a projection

axis uNV measured independently.22 The stray field is

observed to be null everywhere except in ring-like regions:

These rings correspond to DWs delimiting magnetic domains

with opposite magnetization directions, since a uniformly

magnetized film would radiate no stray field.26 This is in

contrast with magneto-optical Kerr microscopy,1 which is

sensitive to the magnetization rather than the stray field.

Figures 1(d) and 1(e) show magnified views of a particular

bubble domain. Interestingly, a sharp zero-field (bright) line,

with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of �50 nm, is

clearly visible along the DW in Fig. 1(e). It stems from the

out-of-plane component of the stray field Bz, which vanishes

right above the DW.

To make this point clearer, the in-plane ðBx0 Þ and out-of-

plane (Bz) components of the stray field above the DW are

plotted in Fig. 1(f). Neglecting the DW width—hence the

internal spin structure—and considering a sample thickness t
much smaller than the probe-to-sample distance d, the stray

field of an infinitely long DW writes

Bx0 ¼
l0Ms

p
td

x02 þ d2

� �
; By0 ¼ 0; (1)

Bz ¼ �
l0Ms

p
tx0

x02 þ d2

� �
; (2)

where Ms is the saturation magnetization. The in-plane com-

ponent Bx0 ðx0Þ therefore follows a Lorentzian profile with a

FWHM of 2d while the Bz component exhibits two extrema

at x0 ¼ 6d and vanishes at the DW center. For the magnetic

images shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(e), d was estimated from inde-

pendent measurements to be d � 100 nm (Ref. 23) and the

NV center projection axis is given by ðh ¼ 138�; / ¼ 68�Þ.
The measured magnetic field component BNV is therefore a

mix of Bx0 and Bz, resulting in complex patterns with a van-

ishing stray field while crossing the DW [Fig. 1(e)]. Analysis

of Fig. 1(d) also shows that the stray field spreads over dis-

tances much larger than the DW width (about 6 nm in such

samples1). Indeed, the wall magnetization contribution is on

first approximation negligible so that the apparent width is

proportional to the probe-to-sample distance [Eqs. (1) and

(2)]. In addition, the dark iso-B contours in Figs. 1(c)–1(e)

(dark areas) correspond to 6 0.4 mT, which is much smaller

than the extremum values calculated in Fig. 1(f). This

explains the spacing of about 1 lm observed between the

two main dark lines near a given DW [Fig. 1(e)]. This effect

could be simply overcome by imaging iso-B contours with

higher magnetic field magnitudes. However, we stress that

since the NV defect probes the field within an atomic size

detection volume, it is possible in principle to reconstruct the

shape of the DW with a precision down to a few nm, even

with d¼ 100 nm. This is illustrated by the white contour in

Figs. 1(c)–1(e), which shows fine details over length scales

ranging from 100 nm to several lm. This feature might be of

interest to study pinning effects at the nanoscale.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the scanning NV-center microscope. An AFM com-

bined with a confocal microscope and a radiofrequency (RF) antenna ena-

bles to measure Zeeman shifts of a single NV defect electron spin placed at

the apex of the AFM tip by means of ODMR.25 (b) Definition of the refer-

ence axes. (c)–(e) “Dual-iso-B” images measured above a continuous film of

Pt/Co(0.6 nm)/AlOx. Positive signal (bright) indicates BNV¼ 0 mT, and neg-

ative signal (dark) indicates BNV¼60.4 mT. The inset in (e) shows a linecut

across the white dotted line. For these measurements, the NV center projec-

tion axis uNV is characterized by spherical angles h ¼ 138� and / ¼ 68�,
and the probe-to-sample distance was estimated from independent measure-

ments23 to be d � 100 nm. Integration time per pixel: 100 ms in (c), 150 ms

in (d) and (e). (f) Stray field components Bx0 and Bz calculated at a distance

d¼ 100 nm as a function the position x
0

across a DW of vanishing width.

FIG. 2. (a) “Dual iso-B” image of a bubble domain obtained with a NV cen-

ter’s projection axis nearly parallel to the plane (h ¼ 88�;/ ¼ 79�, see red

arrow). (b) Full stray field distribution jBNVj of the same bubble. Inset:

Linecut across the DW (white dotted line), revealing a FWHM of �400 nm.

In these experiments, the probe-to-sample distance is d � 200 nm.

Integration time per pixel is 50 ms in (a), 100 ms in (b).
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For reconstruction purposes, or to make the interpretation

of the magnetic images simpler, it would be convenient to

measure the stray field component that is either parallel ðB0xÞ or

normal (Bz) to the sample plane. This can be achieved by

selecting a NV defect with the desired orientation.22 For

instance, Fig. 2(a) shows the “dual-iso-B” image of a bubble

domain obtained with a NV projection axis nearly parallel to

the sample plane ðh ¼ 88�Þ. As expected, a more symmetrical

pattern is observed since the magnetic field probe is only sensi-

tive to the in-plane component of the stray field. For this bub-

ble domain, the full magnetic field distribution was then

measured by using a lock-in technique that enables us to track

the magnetic field value during the scan25,27 [Fig. 2(b)]. As

predicted by Eq. (1), jBNVj is symmetric with respect to the

DW, with a single extremum [see the inset in Fig. 2(b)].

Moreover, the value of the extremum ranges from 0 to�1 mT,

depending on whether the NV projection axis is parallel

ðBNV � B0y � 0Þ or perpendicular ðBNV � Bx0 Þ to the DW.

These measurements demonstrate that NV-center mi-

croscopy is a valuable tool for the study of ultrathin ferro-

magnets. A step beyond is to give information on the wall

micromagnetic structure. We anticipate that quantitative

stray field measurements similar to those reported in this

Letter should enable one to distinguish between a N�eel or

Bloch DW in Pt/Co/AlOx and other ultrathin ferromagnets.

Indeed, while Eqs. (1) and (2) assumed an abrupt DW, the

numerical calculations shown in Fig. 3 take into account the

fine DW micromagnetic structure, which can be either of

Bloch or N�eel type. These calculations were performed using

OOMMF software28 with a magnetization cell size

2.5� 2.5� 0.6 nm3. Interestingly, the stray field above the

DW slightly differs for these distinct structures, owing to the

contribution of the in-plane magnetization at the center of a

N�eel DW [Fig. 3]. For instance, at a distance d¼ 80 nm,

which can be achieved routinely with our instrument,22 Bx0

would reach 2.9 mT above a N�eel DW (with the chirality

depicted in Fig. 3) against 3.3 mT for a Bloch DW.

Discriminating these values is, by far, within the operation

range of scanning NV-center microscopy. Quantitative stray

field imaging with a single NV defect could therefore solve a

controversial issue in the field of nanomagnetism, the stabili-

zation of N�eel walls by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-

tion in ultrathin magnetic films being still under debate.5
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FIG. 3. In-plane (Bx0 , left graph) and

out-of-plane (Bz, right graph) stray

field components calculated at a dis-

tance d¼ 80 nm as a function of x0

across the DW whose center is at

x0 ¼ 0. The DW is initialized either in

a Bloch or in a N�eel-type configura-

tion. The parameters used in OOMMF

software are Ms¼ 1.1 MA/m,

t¼ 0.6 nm, exchange constant A¼ 16

pJ/m, and anisotropy constant

K¼ 1.27 MJ/m3. The schematic on the

left shows the chirality considered in

each case.
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